The NA Today Magazine belongs to all members of Narcotics Anonymous. Its mission is to provide recovery and service information, as well as recovery-related entertainment.
In keeping with this mission, the editorial staff are dedicated to providing a magazine which is open to articles and
features written by members from around Australia, as well
as current service and convention information.
Foremost, we’re dedicated to the celebration of our message “that a addict can stop using, lose the desire to use,
and find a new way to live.”
The NA Today Magazine welcomes articles from all readers.
Articles can be your own story, experience, strength and
hope, a response to any article that has appeared in the NA
Today, or simply a viewpoint about an issue of concern in
the NA Fellowship.
Articles should be no more than 800 words, and we reserve
the right to edit. All articles must include a name, address,
and phone number. First names and last initial will be used
as the signature line unless the writer requests anonymity.
Send us your experience in recovery, your views on NA
matters, cartoons, ideas etc to:
natoday@na.org.au
or to the
NA Today
c/- Fellowship Service Office
1st Floor, 204 King St
Newtown NSW 2042
The NA Today presents the experiences and opinions of
individual members of Narcotics Anonymous. Opinions
expressed are not to be attributed to NA as a whole, nor
does publication of any article imply endorsement by Narcotics Anonymous, The NA Today, or the Narcotics Anonymous Regional Service Committee.
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The Drift Away
There is a plague upon the fellowship and you all know it. It‘s
been going on since the beginning – ―the drift away‖ - you
see them less and less at meetings, or you go less and less,
which ever the case may be. The mind of the drifter begins to
wander, questioning the very things that have been keeping
them well – the disease kicks in because the amount of
meetings is too low to medicate the illness.
Discomfort arises because they haven‘t been much lately
and when they do the whole thing seems a little hostile and
gossipy and maybe doing something else would be easier
tonight.
Do I really need this many meetings anyway? The less you
go the less you want to go. Always seems to be a pretty
good reason not to, even if it‘s just TV and the comforts of
home.
The mind of the drifter transforms. Life becomes frustrating,
but instead of blaming life, then doing more meetings to adjust their own attitude, they do less. They start to think they
don‘t need meetings, even though they are the very thing
that has been keeping them afloat.
The longer they stay away, the more uncomfortable it is to
walk back through that door, even though the crowd there is
definitely waiting with hope that you will. (If you are reading
this and thinking… ―AS IF…‖, then you are probably a
drifter).
We need to address our faulty thinking and the way we do
this is by attending meetings. It is no wonder that the time we
begin to question the program is when we haven‘t been
working it.
Anonymous
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Self Support in NA
Self-support in NA is all about the gift we have been given:
freedom from active addiction and the opportunity for a new
way to live. Being self-supporting means that NA services
are supported by our own efforts. Meetings that have more
give more so that meetings that have less do not have to go
without. We as a worldwide fellowship take care of Narcotics
Anonymous.
How do we practice self-support many of us ask? One way is
through members individual contributions, there are other
ways as well. As always our literature offers us insights and
practical solutions to our questions. You could read the revised pamphlet IP#24 ‗Money Matters Self Support in NA‖, or
the new pamphlet IP#28 ‗Funding NA Services.‘ How about
bringing this topic up at your next group business meeting
and discuss adding the statement below to your groups
meeting format to be read out before passing the basket as
suggested by IP# 24.’Our seventh tradition states: Every NA
group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining outside contributions. In Narcotics Anonymous, we pay our own way to
maintain our freedom. By giving freely, we ensure that we
have meetings to attend, and we support the services that
keep NA alive and growing around the world. We encourage
members to keep in mind that our financial contributions to
NA are one of the fundamental ways we can demonstrate
our gratitude for the program that showed us a new way to
live.
Where our basket money goes
*Literature translation to make our message more available
across many cultural and geographical boundaries
*Literature and other supplies for H&I efforts to help reach
addicts ―on the inside‖
*Phonelines to help addicts find us
*Public Relations to spread word about NA among those in
our communities who regularly work with addicts
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*Rent, literature, and supplies for our meetings
Below is a paragraph reprinted from NA World Services
News November 2010 edition.
FISCAL UPDATE. ‗…We begin by asking for help’ is a
phrase from our basic text .We have cut expenses to the
bare necessities and we are looking at 50 days operating
revenue. We will be clearly and humbly articulating our financial condition in our interactions with members and continuing to seek monetary contributions. Everything we do is focused on carrying our message of recovery worldwide, and
our ability to forward our vision seems precarious. We understand regions may be experiencing similar challenges, yet
we are asking members who are able to give to give more to
the addict who does not know recovery is possible’
Here are some questions we can ask ourselves about
how we contribute financially to NA
*How much did we put in the basket in our first thirty days
clean? First year? Now?
*How have our financial circumstances changed since we
got clean?
*Does the way we spend our money reflect what is valuable
to us?
*Does our NA groups have the money they need to operate
smoothly? Does our group contribute to other levels of service?
*What more could be done to further our primary purpose at
each level of service, if we had the money?
*What more can we be doing to help others, the way we
were helped by NA
Ways we can contribute
*Show up and welcome a newcomer
*Sweep the floor, wash dishes, help stack chairs or empty
the garbage. When we leave the meeting room it should be
as clean or cleaner than it was when we arrived.
*Give time and energy in service to the group, or any goods
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and supplies your groups or service committees might need
*Give money at the meetings you attend. Remembering it
probably can‘t buy as much today as it used to.
*Make clean date contributions of money or literature to your
home group, or contributions for each year clean to NA
World Services or both.
*Contribute directly to each level of service
*Set up automatic recurring contributions to NA World services by visiting www.na.org
*Some members make arrangements to leave an amount of
money to NA in their will or estate, or contribute in memory of
a deceased addict.
*Be of service
―Together we can help ensure recovery is available to every
addict seeking relief from the nightmare of addiction‖
David T.
Qld

More about fellowship
My name is Tony and I am an addict and a member of Devonport Monday night meeting, down here in Tasmania. I
have just returned home from my home group, where once
again I have experienced the benefit of the fellowship I have
always found in NA, wherever I have lived or travelled. Tonight was a pretty well attended meeting with four group
members in attendance. We have a small but solid group
with an average clean time tonight of 25.2 years. Tonight
was like no other, we just received our much welcomed
package from Hobart, containing our meetings list and our
much loved NA Todays, they really help keep me in touch
with the broader fellowship.
I have been sharing with my friends the journey my good
friend Michael B has undertaken and the process I went
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through making the decision how I was going to farewell and
honour Michael. I have had plenty of discussions with friends
both here and on the mainland, before concluding I could
honour him from anywhere in love and prayer and as much
as I would like to see and be seen by people, this is not what
honour was about. I had talked to Mick about the next journey we all will take very recently which was I believe a comforting conversation for both of us. So I missed celebrating
his life with my mainland friends.
I prayed and read his story in NA today alone on many occasions, without a real connection. Tonight a group member
asked if we could read his story at our meeting. We took
turns reading around the room and I am telling you it was
moving and I found myself crying. In a group of dinosaurs
like ours, emotion is not a common sight to behold at Devonport on Monday night. Hearing my new friends read about
Mick did it, my tears flowed and I grieved, that is what this
fellowship has always done, supported me to cleanse my
soul and so many times Michael B was there for me.
God Bless Mick and as Mick would say, ‗God bless NA‘.
Tony W
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The therapeutic value of one addict
helping another is
WITHOUT PARALLEL
I have been around this program for decades. My first brief
introduction was in early '81 through a psych ward and back
numerous times through rehab and/or court encouragement.
That particular rehab became a revolving door for me
throughout the '80's, at the time I wasn't at all interested in
getting clean and staying clean, but I was keen to stay out of
jail, so this is how the "seed was planted" as the saying goes.
Finally under my own steam in ‗86 I did a geographical, and
flew to the other side of Australia from Wollongong to WA. It
was the closest I could get to going overseas... or so I
thought. I got clean in the rooms, desperate...but I thought
alcohol wasn't a drug. After a couple of years in recovery I
chose to prove my point, and guess where that ended....I
finally accepted I had a disease/ illness, call it what you like
but it's progressive. And by the way I accepted alcohol is a
drug. I came back August '89 defeated and willing to go to
any lengths ....the rest is history, I haven't had to choose to
use since.
I'll skip the in between bit and get to the real reason I'm writing this article. A couple of weeks ago I had the phoneline
roster in my area and took a call from a volunteer at an Immigration Detention Centre here in WA (wasn't even aware we
had one). A young man had looked into her eyes while she
was visiting one of her clients and thru an interpreter pleaded
with her to send someone to see him, and at this point
passed her a little piece of paper with the letters "N.A." on it.
She called the phoneline. He wanted someone who spoke
Persian to visit from NA. I got excited as I am also privileged
to be a part of Regional Service and was aware that an NA
meeting had recently started on Christmas Island and also at
a Detention Centre in Sydney. At the last Regional Service
Committee meeting there were also 3 Iranian members present who had recently started a meeting in a park in Western
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Sydney. I thought this is going to be difficult not impossible
but difficult. So the world was sent out - "does anyone speak
Persian?" Finally after announcements at a meeting a member came up to me and said ―we have a group member who
speaks Persian". So last Friday I met Iman in a carpark at
the Detention Centre and we went in with Claire, who rang
the phoneline, and we met Ali. Ali has given me permission
to tell some of his story,
Ali first came into the Fellowship 11years ago in Iran. He sat
on a small rug with 5 men in hiding to have a meeting in a
park. He stayed clean for four months and went back using
for 4 years. Ali turned 7 years clean a few weeks ago in the
Detention Centre in Perth; he is a member of the Worldwide
Fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous. He fled Iran, got on a
boat in Indonesia and spent 3 days terrified to get here then
was arrested and taken to Christmas Island where he has
spent 7mths without speaking to another person outside of
the Detention Centre. He was sent to Perth because he
needed an operation and he had been here for two months.
After our first visit Claire told me that when Ali passed her the
little piece of paper with "N.A." written on it, it was all
scrunched up and nearly illegible, and that he had carried it
with him on his long journey, all the way from Iran, from Indonesia, from Christmas Islands into her hand. He had been
waiting and praying to find someone to trust enough to first
break his anonymity and second to desperately ask for help.
She said his pleading eyes had haunted her.
Our first visit was extremely emotional, everyone‘s eyes
leaked. Ali said "everyone else in there prays to be let out to
go to bars, to get drunk, to meet women"....he has been
praying to go to a meeting or for someone from NA to come
to him. He said he had left all his problems on the floor, because he had forgotten about his NA program until he met
us.
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Yesterday Iman and I and another two members, Jodie and
Glen, visited Ali for his 35th birthday. We took in 8 cards that
were passed around 3 meetings, a 7 year medallion, a limited edition Basic Text, (I know it‘s in English but one day Ali
will be able to read it) and amazingly enough at one of the
meetings a member came up to me and said "we have all
this literature here, I don t know how it got here, or what language it is but have a look". It turned out Ali also got a multiple year black tag and a Basic Text in Farsi.
We all laughed and laughed yesterday, the guards kept
checking everything was ok because there was so much
laughter coming from our visit room. I don't imagine there's
much of that goes on in there.
The next day Ali's visa application was rejected.
We know we cannot do anything to help with the visa process etc. WA NA has been deeply moved by Ali's story, as
have other members I have spoken to in Australia. I just
wanted to share a little bit of this amazing story with you all.
Ali knows that he is in our hearts and in our prayers and that
he is never alone. There is a group of about 7 members who
are visiting Ali regularly and Ali explained to me that the turmoil in his head is only relieved by being able to talk with
other recovering addicts.
The Narcotics Anonymous Fellowship is the most amazing
group of people that I have ever had the honour to stand
amongst. Ali would like me to thank you for embracing him
into our family. I have asked Ali to write his story for NA Today (so look out for the Farsi edition). Right now my life is full
of stuff that causes me grief, it‘s just life, but when something
like this comes along it makes me realise precisely what I
have to be grateful for.
Thank you NA for always being there for me. You have been
my safety net for all these years. NA is the place I come
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when I need so many things; balance, connection, comfort. I
heard a new member say once NA was like chicken soup for
the soul when he feels sick, and at the time I thought yeah
well I'm here for my bowl. Put it whatever way you like, I
would not be alive today enjoying, and sometimes enduring,
what life has to offer if the doors of NA had not been open for
me. And the Traditions...well the Traditions as far as I'm concerned are the main reason I've been able to stay in the
rooms.
Last week I heard another member who visited Ali say he
thought he did service to show he was grateful but now realised he does service to stay grateful. My recent experience
with this particular service has had a profound effect on me,
the depth of the gratitude I have for our Fellowship and the
ever deepening gratitude just seems to expand the longer I
stay clean and stay involved in service.
A couple of months have now passed since I first started
writing this story and one thing that also stands out when we
visit with Ali, is the quizzical looks on the faces of the detention guards at the obvious affinity we have with Ali. We of
course understand exactly what it is, that immediate connection that we share with each other regardless of where we
have been, what we have done, the colour of our skin, our
religious belief or lack thereof, and the only thing that matters
is the common bond we share.
Sue K
Western Australia
Footnote: I have been re-reading my story trying to get it
right, wondering about my delivery, can I do it better rah rah
rah… News arrived Tuesday this week that a much loved
and respected member of our Fellowship here was found
dead OD in a toilet in a bar in Thailand and again things are
put back into perspective.....
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And if pain persists – don’t bother
seeing a doctor, they can’t help
(Part 2)
Eleven years ago I wrote an article for the NA Today called
―And if pain persists—don‘t bother seeing a doctor, they can‘t
help‖. I was about to turn four and for the first time in my recovery I had some stuff happen that had me seriously questioning whether I could get through it without using.
I wrote then that ―I had no idea how pain the human heart is
capable of feeling‖. Clearly melodrama was also something I
had no idea I was capable of feeling until then either! But in
truth I was coming to terms with actually having to feel.
Something I hadn‘t done much of until then, be it good feelings or bad.
And that has been an on-going process ever since. It‘s quite
something to realize that most of your life you have isolated
yourself from feeling—call it disconnection, ―vaguing out‖, or
just being emotionally absent. And that‘s in recovery! When
you add in a decade of anaesthetizing myself with using it‘s a
pretty sad picture.
My journey in recovery has been about so much more than
just putting down the drugs and not using. Learning to be in
the world, and more importantly learning to be a whole person in the world has been an amazing journey and an amazing gift I wasn‘t expecting—I just wanted the pain to stop.
And the pain I got from using did stop. The obsession and
compulsion lifted and I was free!
But then I got to experience the pain that naturally comes
from being in the world and living life on life‘s terms. I went
through a few years where every New Year‘s Eve I wondered if the year just gone was going to be my worst year in
recovery, accompanied by a fervent hope that the next year
would be better. Ha!
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Stuff has continued to happen. This last year has been one
of the most difficult of my life. I‘ve had several people close
to me decide to use and it is an agonizing thing. If anything is
going to teach you that you are powerless over other people
then this will do it. And for the first time in years I had that
thought again of whether or not a substance could help me
get through. But all those things which have carried me along
so far—my friends, my sponsor, meetings, steps and service—have kept me going on a path where everyday I can
make the choice not to use.
I recently did a mediation retreat where I couldn‘t talk (a
whole other article!) and I had moment of thinking about my
life and I had this really clear picture of what I had been like
as a practicing addict. And it wasn‘t just that it was sad or
tragic; it was that I was only half a person. I had so little understanding about so much of life, particularly the emotions
of living, that I was like someone pretending, doing what they
everyone else was doing but not knowing why. And the emotions I did have were all arse-about. I thought sex was love
and that putting up with intolerable situations was loyalty and
anger wasn‘t something I ever allowed myself to feel.
It made me really sad that that had been me. But it also felt
like I was thinking about someone else entirely. Today, after
15 years of recovery, I feel the full range of emotions and I
can express them. Sometimes it feels like I can‘t stop expressing them! I have highs and lows instead flat-lining
through life. I have experienced such joy and beauty in my
recovery that sometimes I feel that I can never adequately
express my gratitude to this program. And I finally feel like a
grown-up (most of the time).
Everyday I make a choice not to use and everyday I‘m grateful for has and will continue to be revealed.
Caroline M.
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Tired of being told like it is?
Still looking for that easier, softer way?
Had enough of that same old time-tested direction?
Then you‘re ready for

RENT-A-SPONSOR
No reading! No writing! No deadlines!
Many models to choose from!
Standard features include:
*Listening to your snivelling without constant reference to
the steps*
*Co-signing your excuses and rationalisations*
*Working only the steps you want, in the order you choose*
YES, at rent-a-sponsor, we know how unique you are, and
we do understand.
Learn the secret of giving it away before you even get it in
our convenient, easy two day follow-ups.
Why walk the walk when you can simply talk the talk?
Remember: Less is more
Call 1 300 SPONSOR
Call now and get a free copy of the I.P. ―Staying Clean on
War Stories Alone‖.
A subsidiary of Outside Enterprises Inc. Pty Ltd
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GIVING IT AWAY...
For the purpose of this article, we identify 'the loner' as a
geographically, or institutionally, isolated addict who wants to
recover from addiction. Those unable to attend NA meetings.
The following are typical of the letters received at our NA
service office.
Dear NA,
I don't know who else to write to, I went to a detox in the city
a few times & there were some people there who talked
about NA.
I live in the country & there are no meetings here. I've been
trying to get clean for years, but keep failing. I've just gotten
out of detox yet again, but am really scared that I will start
using.
All my friends use, but I don't really see them very much &
I'm even finding it hard to leave the house.
I feel so alone & like no one understands.
Can you please help me? What can I do? I'm sick of this &
am really struggling.

Is there anybody out there??
I've now been in prison for just over 2 yrs, I found an NA
book that reads like my life story.
It's been difficult to talk to others here, who really don't want
to stop using the drugs. I'm trying to get a meeting set up, but
would like to talk to other people who have been on this
same path. I heard an addict 'alone' is in bad company &
connection with others gives me hope to know I'm not doing
this alone.
Please put me on the list for the NA Pen Pal Program.
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Hello to my NA,
I live outside of any of the major cities, when I get to travel
for work I try & go to as many meetings as I can. It's been
really hard lately after having an accident, not being able to
drive. Am desperately seeking NA members to write to, so I
can stay in touch with my recovery, to also help me stay out
of me head. I would like to be of service to anyone else who
feels alone or isolated in our NA fellowship..

The below excerpts are from IP 21 'The Loner' Staying
Clean in Isolation..
―Receiving a letter makes my day! It seems the letters I receive from my loner friends are always perfectly timed. It reminds me that someone far away is getting to know me and
cares enough to write. I matter in someone else's recovery
and they matter in mine.‖
―It is so easy for me to forget about the importance of sharing, especially when my pride and arrogance prevent me
from sharing feelings and thoughts I don't like or don't want
to have. When I write things about myself, it helps.‖
―Being a loner at times can be frustrating, but I have to make
an effort in every area of my new life. Being a part of NA is
special to me. I know I have friends whom I haven't met yet,
but to know they are there gives me hope to go on.‖
―Some of the special things I like to do when no one is home
and I'm not at a meeting are to read my NA Way & NA Today
magazines, my Basic Text and write to other loners in NA.
Anything that talks to me about recovery, love, and fellowship the NA way adds direction to my thoughts. My most dependable source of comfort and enlightenment is my Higher
Power. I'm very grateful to have come to believe.‖
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OUTREACH PEN PAL PROGRAM
Being an addict in recovery is hard work! Doing it in isolation
is doubly hard.
When there are few or no meetings nearby for you to go to,
there is no coffee shop just around the corner, how do you
stay in touch?
It‘s one of the purposes of Outreach to support isolated addicts. Isolation isn‘t just about geography, it might be cultural,
due to the addict being in a hospital or institution not serviced
by H&I, or they could simply work away from mainstream NA
meetings. Recovering in isolation can be tough and the Regional Outreach Committee and Area Outreach Committees
would like to offer their support to the loners of Australia. If
you are an isolated addict and would like to receive letters
from an NA member please contact us here at the Regional
Outreach Committee.
To fulfill it‘s primary purpose, the Regional Outreach Committee needs people who are willing to do the footwork.‘ Many
hands make light work‘ and it‘s such an important part of carrying the message of NA that we are asking NA members
willing to get on board and give a hand.
The primary purpose of the Pen Pal Program is to provide a
contact to correspond with remote members and those in
institutions, who are not able to meet other members or to
get support from our traditional meetings. Interactions will
only be via mail, not telephone.
The Pen Pal Programs mission is to ensure that an addict
seeking recovery through a working knowledge of the program of Narcotics Anonymous has the opportunity to do so,
even in an institution or isolation.
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This new service being offered by NA Outreach is linking
isolated addicts to other recovering addicts. If you are willing
and have 1 year+ clean, WE NEED YOU..
What can YOU do…





Discuss the program with your Group and Area so others are aware of it.
Take all information to your H&I meetings.
BE a pen pal to someone in isolation.
Join the ARSC Outreach committee – we‘re always
welcoming new members.
Please contact Outreach to become a pen pal to those in
isolation at outreach@na.org.au
To receive letters from NA members, write to...
FSO Inc – Outreach-PPP
1st Floor, 204 King St
Newtown 2042 NSW

OUR GRATITUDE SPEAKS
WHEN WE CARE AND WHEN
WE SHARE WITH OTHERS
THE NA WAY
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REMEMBER...

NA TODAY NEEDS YOU!!!!
Send your articles, letters, cartoons and graphics to:
natoday@na.org.au
or
NA Today
c/- FSO
1st Floor, 204 King St
Newtown NSW 2042
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Now is one of those times…
Hi everyone, I'm anonymous and I'm an addict. There is
something I'd like to share with you all. It‘s an issue within
me, but also within our fellowship, that I'd like to raise. Now,
before I get into it I feel it best to let you know a bit about me
first.
As I said, I'm an addict. My ability to be honest and true, to
see a truth, and share a truth is severely compromised by my
overactive, over–inflated, and undernourished ego / mind /
internal dialogue. I can be rebellious and reactionary and I
hate being one of the crowd. I am ―terminally unique‖, as we
say. Sometimes I think (semi-jokingly) that when our AA
friends talk about ―such unfortunates...who seem unable to
be honest with themselves‖, I think they were talking about
us addicts coming to AA in the early days. Alkies may be
able to spin a good yarn, but us addicts can weave it into a
magic carpet.
My drug use was very much a psycho–active affair. I grew up
next to a beautiful national park. In between the forest and
my house grew magic mushrooms and I would spend many
lonely adolescent days shrooming in the forest with my dog.
Drugs that made the world colourful were what I was about,
anything that relieved me from the black and white, catch-22
nature of my ―non–high‖ state of mind. But, as with all of us
who end up in recovery, the more drugs I took to colour the
world, the more I needed to colour the world. It was like the
drugs, in the short term, fed the colour, but in the long term
they made the black and white stronger. Bloody tolerance.
For example, when straight (more precisely, when broke and
or unable to score), it was very clear and simple, I was a just
a loser. Some people are winners, others are losers and my
lot was the latter. I was unappealing, unattractive, uninspired,
unemployable, unlovable, and just generally unavailable.
Bleak and black and white yeah? But get me high, and none
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of that mattered. It‘s not that I went to the opposite extreme;
it's just that none of that mattered when I was high. The
world was vibrant and colourful and I could just be. But as
addiction slowly took over my life, the ratio of colour to gray
reversed until my life was a boring old black and white TV re
– run and no amount of drugs could bring back the colour.
My recovery journey has been patchy; my first meeting was
mid-2001. But I am not 9 years clean. In that time I have collected many key tags and eaten some lovely cakes (although
the cake that my home group didn't bother to get me on a 1st
birthday tasted particularly bad).
And thus, I touch on what‘s been bothering me. Now you're
probably thinking ―look out, I see tip truck full of resentment
backing up, beep, beep, beep.‖ and to a degree you may be
right, but please, let me explain. I'm not writing to whine
about not getting a cake. To be honest it was fine, I knew
that my home group still cared about me and I was happy to
be a member of a group of peaceful, gentle guys. What bothered me was about a year later I was at a meeting, and
someone shared about hearing a story that, in a meeting in
another city, a young guy got a year up and his home group
didn't get him a cake. That person then went on to say how
much she loved our local fellowship because ―nothing like
that would ever happen here‖. Let me just say that was my
cue to go and have a cigarette.
And so, like the convoluted addict I am, I get to my point. We
have traditions, and literature and clichés that say how important the newcomer is; that the primary purpose of any NA
meeting is to ―carry the message‖, that we only keep what
we have by... etc, etc. Yet I ask each of us and all of us, how
are we doing with that? Because I worry. I worry because
I've experienced coming back to NA after a relapse (many
times). I've been to meetings and have seen people 1 day
clean - mad, scared, lost, standing by themselves smoking,
while others, who have just shared about how wonderfully
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accepting our fellowship is, stand around talking about what
DVD they're going to go home and watch. I've been that
crazy scared guy and I've been that selfish DVD wanker, and
neither of them is healthier, saner, or more together than the
other. One time a friend approached me, he himself was in
rehab, and he asked ―how much time you got up‖. I said 1
day, to which he responded by backing away. His facial expression said ―I'd love to talk but I can't 'cos the rehab has
rules about talking to people who aren't ―clean enough‖‖.
Nearly all the newcomers that come to our local fellowship
do so via the local rehab. I understand that rehabs have to
have rules and need to keep clients safe, but I ask what affect does this have on the culture of recovery in our fellowship? What affect does it have spending the first 6 or 9
months of recovery being told to stay away from the newcomer? Because while we may say we recover by giving, our
actions are not so clear. The newcomer may be the most
important person in the room... but they're not as important
as me, my problems, my fears, my insecurities, me shyness,
my needs and my wants.
Or they're not as important as the people I went to rehab
with. I'll reach out to them when they learn to set some
boundaries, or aren't as much of a people pleaser. Let's see
if they do 90 meetings in 90 days, then I'll know they're committed and my efforts won't fall on deaf ears. Besides, there
are a couple of people in the rooms that are great with newcomers; I'll leave the newcomers to them. The list goes on.
(Ironically it‘s a different story for attractive female newcomers. They seem to get plenty of ―support‖). I've been the
crazy guy one day clean standing by himself after the meeting, and had no one approach me, even to say hi, fair
weather friends that left me be.
We get so many people, fresh out of an isolated self-focused
―therapeutic community‖, with a head full of boundaries this,
people pleasing that. Absent father here, emotionally control22

ling mother there. Listening to my inner child, ―nurturing” myself, putting myself at the top of my 8th step list (that's a great
one). All under the guise of practicing a ―Spiritual Program‖.
It worries me because that is not my experience of the
magic / miracle / beauty of recovery. My experience is subtler, simpler, gentler, more wholesome and more healing and
is easily missed by a busy mind working on itself. It‘s not ―I
need to work on myself and one day <insert dream here>‖.
This is the myth that the D&A industry perpetuate. I don't like
the smell of that dangling carrot. ‗Cos you see, I have come
to believe that a power greater than myself, can restore me
to sanity, here, now. Loving support from fellow addicts has
given me space to be me, whatever state I am in, or disorder
I am suffering from. And in this space the god of my understanding says ―Hello‖, and I can hear it and be grateful. This
gratitude is the source of my willingness. It is the sweet
smelling carrot to the stick of addiction. There is a great line
in our book that says ―enforced morality lacks the power of a
genuine choice‖.
I can live with the stick, I had for years before NA, and in NA;
beating myself up, telling myself all the things I should be
doing for my recovery and getting angrier because I'm not
getting better. There is no power in that. In truth I wanted to
get well because loving members of the fellowship gave me
permission to be unwell. In their actions they said ―It's OK.
You don't have to be in denial about how messed up you are.
About how morally questionable your thoughts and intentions
may be or have been. We are here for you‖. What we resist
persists and members of NA helped me stopped resisting.
I am sure that rehabs have a place in our society. Despite
what you think of my opinion, I am not against or anti-rehab
or therapy or any extra curricula recovery exploration. I have
myself have been to rehab, completed it (just) and found it
very beneficial. What I'm against is crappy, half-baked, new,
wiz-bang, pop culture self-help bullshit blurring message of
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our simple loving program. My point is this: the message of
the D&A industry, of therapists, councilors and case workers
is not the message of NA. Their version of hope, their carrot,
I find false. The hope that one day...Many people throughout
history have been hoodwinked into a life of slavery based on:
one day... What NA has taught me is that true hope is here,
now. That that ―one day‖... is here, now. That healing happens here, now, and that peace, god, love (whatever it is) is
here, now and that whatever is in the way of that can be
overcome here, now. I'd like to see a rehab apply for funding
from the government or industry based on the notion ―Yeah
we have this great program where a god of our clients understanding restores them sanity‖.
I know that an addict trying to get clean has no spiritual program. I know that a newcomer's 1st step is my 12th step.
That the window of opportunity for that to happen is very
small, and that is why when an addict puts their hand out for
help they should be overwhelmed by the number of hands
that reach back to cushion their fall. That is the beauty of a
fellowship that needs only one phone call, one coffee, one
meeting and one day to be there for an addict in need. We
have a meeting at which the clients of the local rehab must
attend. It's an ID meeting which has a speaker sharing for
the 1st half. More often than not, though, the message of this
meeting is ―I went to the local rehab and it was the best thing
I ever did and now my life is better‖. It can be quite a lesson
in patience for someone in early recovery who isn't at that
rehab.
I worry yet I've been around long enough to know that these
things work themselves out. That we have a collective way of
dealing with issues as a whole, and that this way has it has
its own timeline and logic. Sometimes I can stand back and
watch and learn. Sometimes I need to get involved, this is
one of times.
Thank you - Anonymous
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The Top Ten…
…reasons to do service. Prepare for the
clichés!
1.

It prevents the ―drift away‖

2.

It‘s a way to overcome selfobsession

3.

It teaches us reliability and responsibility and all those other things
we haven‘t got a clue about

4.

Sometimes when it‘s cold and you
don‘t feel like it, it‘s the only way
you‘ll get to a meeting

5.

―You only keep what you have by
giving it away‖

6.

Someone was there opening meetings for you so the least you can
do to be there for the newcomer

7.

Service keeps you clean

8.

It make you feel ―part of‖

9.

It‘s about learning to give, not take

10.

You meet the nicest people washing the dishes
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“GIVING IT AWAY”
Sydney H&I Unity Day
Sunday, 11th September
2011
Sydney Park Pavilion
Euston Road, Alexandria

NSW South Coast Convention
Saturday 29th and
Sunday 30th October
@ Wonoona Surf Club,
Wonoona
26
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Spirit of Unity 2011
@ New Venue: Diamond Beach,
NSW
11th, 12th & 13th November
http://www.savesou.blogspot.com/

NA Women’s Retreat
28 to 30th October
Camp Koinonia
29 Terrace St
Evan’s Head, NSW
More information available at
www.na.org.au
For queries please call:
Lesley 0424 529 714 or
Angela 0414 811 993
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FELLOWSHIP SERVICE OFFICE
FSO HOURS:
TUES 10AM TO 3PM
SAT 10AM TO 2PM
ENQUIRIES AND PHONE SALES:
MON 10AM TO 2PM
TUES 10AM TO 2PM
WED 10AM TO 2PM
SAT 10AM TO 2PM
ON-LINE ORDERING ALSO
AVAILABLE ANYTIME FROM
WWW.FSO.COM.AU
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